Assessment and learning: fields apart?
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ABSTRACT

Educational assessments define what aspects of learning will formally be given credit and therefore have a huge impact upon teaching and learning. Although the impact of high-stakes national and international assessments on teaching and learning is considered in the literature, remarkably, there is little research on the connection between theories of learning and educational assessments. Given the voluminous assessment that takes place annually in systematic ways in most many nations, it is surprising that more has not been gained from these assessments in the development of theories of learning and vice versa. In this article we consider both theories of learning and assessment and draw the main message of the article, that if assessments are to serve the goals of education, then theories of learning and assessment should be developing more closely with each other. We consider fundamental aspects of assessment theory, such as constructs, unidimensionality, invariance and quantifiability, and in doing so, we distinguish between educational and psychological assessment. Second, we show how less traditionally considered cases of a) international assessments and b) Assessment for Learning affect student learning. Through these cases we illustrate the otherwise somewhat theoretical discussion in the article. We argue that if assessment is to serve the learning goals of education, then this discussion on the relationship between assessment and learning should be developed further and be at the forefront of high-stakes, large-scale educational assessments.

INTRODUCTION

Assessment plays a central role in education. Assessments are used to investigate what people know and can do and to make decisions regarding whether they have learned what was expected. Although assessments necessarily generate observable performances from students, the concern is not merely for the performance, rather the performance is used as a warrant for inference to competence; although all there is to go on is performance. Even if assessment questions require people to be able to name the phases of the moon, there is usually a broader notion that this indicates something deeper about understanding of the lunar phases. In assessment nomenclature, the
subject matter, or domain, being assessed is termed the construct. Learning implies improved proficiency in the construct variable, such as reading comprehension or numeracy. We return to the meaning of ‘construct’ more fully below.

Our varying epistemological notions of what counts as learning frame our views about the psychological processes of learning and which pedagogical processes promote learning. Further still, these views affect what we view as appropriate assessment arrangements. Ideas about what constitutes progress in learning come from a variety of sources, but they are partly shaped by our theories of learning, whether those are formal, scientific theories or practice-based theories of action. Figure 1 shows an idealised relationship between learning and assessment theories in designing assessments. A rationalist might anticipate that theories of learning influence assessment theory and assessment design: at a minimum, learning theories shape our notions of what aspects of performance need to be included. Assessment design would both reflect and influence the outcomes of learning and therefore, theories of learning and assessment would ideally benefit from the information generated by each. Moreover, assessment theory and learning theory might also be expected to have reciprocal effects upon each other. A significant question for this field is the extent to which theories of learning have influenced assessment theory or assessment design. Likewise, empirical findings from assessments might also have been expected to influence theories of learning, so the extent to which this is evidenced in the field might be questioned. For some, the need for a correspondence between assessment and learning theories is obvious and the foregoing will seem superfluous. For others, assessment is entirely separate from learning. In this article, we seek to establish that not only does there need to be a correspondence between learning and assessment theories, but that it should be stronger than it has been to date.

Figure 1  Idealised relationships between theory and assessment design

Learning theory foundations for assessment are not always explicit in the literature, though there are some exceptions. Some authors have taken on the difficult task of unpicking the relationships between predominant theories of learning and developments in assessment design (Shepard, 2000; Elwood, 2006; James, 2006). In this paper we refer to three main strands of learning theory: behaviourist, cognitive and socio-constructivist. James (2006) argued that controlled testing environments and multiple choice formats which focused upon outcomes are best considered to be aligned with behaviourist theories of learning (e.g. Watson, 1930; Skinner, 1953; Bandura
1969), in which there is no interest in the thought processes, only in the performance (see also Black, 1999, 120).

Cognitive theories of learning (e.g. Neisser, 1967; Sternberg, 1981) came to the fore in the 1960s and are the dominant paradigm for assessment systems currently (Haladyna & Rodriguez, 2013, 29). Nowadays, the computer model of mind metaphor that underpinned cognitive theories (e.g. Boden, 1988; Searle, 1990) has been supplanted by connectionist models and neuroscience (see Barsalou, 1992, 8-12).1 Our metaphorical models of mind have progressively reflected contemporary technology; steam engines (e.g. Freudian psychology – see Levine, 2000), input-output processes of factories (e.g. Watson, 1930), complex systems (e.g. Vygotsky, 1978; Engstrom, 1987), computers (e.g. Anderson, 1990) and networks (e.g. Rumelhart, 1998). Metaphors of mind influence not only our theories, but also our practices. These metaphors are themselves shaped by the tools at our disposal, including statistical models (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996; Gigerenzer, 1991).

James (2006) pointed out that with increasing emphasis upon cognitive theories of learning in the 70s and 80s (e.g. Simon, 1979), there was a shift in assessment design towards partial credit for appropriate methods used by students, even if the right solution to a problem was not achieved. Additionally, the requirement for assessments to test higher order thinking skills to a greater extent accompanied the transition to cognitive views of learning.

Because the tradition can be traced back to William James (1890), socio-constructivist theories of learning (e.g. Vygotsky, 1978) have essentially provided a competing paradigm to behaviourist and cognitive theories throughout the 20th century. In this approach, learning is jointly created by the learner and their social environment. Learners create new knowledge. The influence of these theories is seen in the authentic assessment movement, in which assessments are more closely tied to the learning environment. Additionally, classroom assessment practices, such as formative assessment (Scriven, 1967) are often claimed to be closely connected with socio-constructivist learning theories (e.g. Black & Wiliam, 1998a, 1998b; Torrance & Pryor, 1998; James, 2006; Shepard, 2000). Assessment formats such as portfolios, peer assessment, reflective diaries and so on have been justified on the grounds of sociocultural theory. We return to the question of whether formative assessment, or more specifically ‘Assessment for Learning’ is underpinned by socio-constructivist learning theories below. For now, we note that tracing the connections between learning theories and assessment design is difficult (James, 2006).

Despite the apparent lack of a solid relationship between learning theory and assessment practice, strong relationships between assessment and teaching and learning practices are claimed in the literature. The impact of assessment upon teaching and learning has been termed ‘washback’ or ‘backwash’ (Alderson & Wall, 1993). Some studies have found no negative effects of testing upon schools (Kellaghan, Madaus and Airasian, 1982), but others have found that the taught curriculum was narrowed to the material that was anticipated on the test (Au, 2007; Madaus, Russell & Higgens, 2009). Further, test washback has been found to result in more superficial learning of

1 often what was previously termed cognitive experimental psychology
disconnected knowledge, rather than to a broad and deep understanding of subjects (Darling-Hammond & Rustique-Forrester, 2005; Daly et al., 2012). It is now accepted that the high-stakes nature of testing drives teachers and learners to change their behaviours in this way (Stobart and Eggen, 2012). High-stakes tests were defined by Madaus (1988, 29) as those that have a direct link to rewards or sanctions for students, their teachers or their institutions.

In this article, we take two disparate areas of the assessment research literature as contrasting cases (Yin, 2009). Despite their dissimilarity, they challenge the notion that washback occurs only for what would normally be considered high stakes tests in which the stakes are not direct for students, their teachers or institutions. Even though it is not direct, we trace the route by which washback occurs nonetheless. Our choice of cases reflect areas which have been distinctive, rising trends this century: A) international tests and B) Assessment for Learning (AfL). We summarise the cases briefly here before discussing fundamental issues for the field and then we return to the cases more fully to illustrate the issues.

Case A - International tests, such as the Third International Maths and Science Study (TIMSS) or the Programme for International Student Achievement (PISA), are assessments of education systems, at the level of countries or jurisdictions. Because the systems are to be compared quantitatively, assessments on multiple items are summarized with a single number for a construct or sub-constructs of assessment. Accordingly, these assessments are based upon psychometric traditions in which the idea of measurement, by analogy to physical measurement, is entertained. Standardised administration across jurisdictions is essential to the effective functioning of international tests. Assessments are constructed through a complex, formal process involving designing questions in one language (usually English or French) and translating them to other languages.

Case B – Assessment for learning (AfL), which is designed to help the teacher to diagnose where students are in their learning, so that the student can be helped to advance, are at the classroom level. Formal statistical techniques are not ubiquitous in AfL. Interaction between the assessor and the learner are key to it. Assessments are often teacher-designed and may be part of classroom dialogue. At one level, classroom-based AfL simply appears less professional than international tests. Equally, some would argue that it is only through AfL techniques that students’ understanding can be gauged well.

We now turn to some assessment fundamentals to explain how the variable representing learning (the construct) is conceptualised through the lens of assessment; the construction of this variable, the fact that correlation between questions is considered to be fundamental, the tension in assuming that it is a single, unidimensional variable, problems in maintaining the meaning of the variable across contexts (invariance) and the degree to which learning can be quantified, if at all. These fundamentals matter because our assessment tools constrain and shape the metaphors of learning with which we operate.

EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT, PSYCHOMETRICS AND LEARNING
Educational assessment of learning is normative; it is intended to affect the attribute being assessed. Educational assessment is part of Foucault’s (1975, 308) power of normalisation in modern society, to which individuals subject themselves. He wrote,

The judges of normality are everywhere. We are in the society of the teacher-judge, the doctor-judge, the educator judge, the ‘social worker’-judge; it is on them that the universal reign of the normative is based; and each individual, wherever he may find himself, subjects to it his body, this gestures, his behavior, his aptitudes, his achievement. (1975, 304)

Foucault’s argument extends to medical and psychological assessments, which can be part of normative processes and structures. The motivational structures that are set out by assessments need to be carefully designed, lest they motivate the wrong behaviours. Not only does washback occur under certain conditions, it is intentional and therefore it should be recognised overtly as part of the assessment design process. Of course, there are also unintended washback effects. But the point is that psychological and educational assessment constructs are different in this regard; you are not supposed to improve your IQ, self-efficacy or personality in preparation for being tested. The theoretical underpinnings and relationship with the act of testing differ between educational and psychological tests. Learners are expected to be active in relation to educational attributes in advance of testing (Elwood and Murphy, 2015).

One function of educational assessment, then, is as a communicative device, setting out what the curriculum designers want students to know and be able to do. Wiliam (2010) argued that assessment instruments operationalise the construct, which would then explain why assessment has such a powerful effect upon classroom practices. It is through a range of assessment (related) artefacts that the education community understands the rules for ascribing and certifying learning.

Educational assessment constructs

‘Constructs’ were imported from logic and mathematics, first discussed by Pearson (1892) and were adopted by psychologists (Michell, 2013, 15). An example of a measured psychological construct is intelligence. The conceptual leap made by Pearson was that mental attributes could be measured (Goldstein, 2011), thus bolstering psychology’s methods as scientific and moving away from experiential methods, with all of the subjectivity entailed. As the field began with intelligence testing, educational assessment and psychological assessment were not seen as distinct, though there are differences in theory and practice. Notwithstanding their differences, although debates about educational assessment constructs have not always used the language of psychological constructs, they have addressed many of the same issues; such as the socially constructed nature of constructs (McNamara, 2001; Elwood and Murphy, 2015), unidimensionality (Goldstein, 1979) and invariance (e.g. Stobart, Elwood, & Quinlan, 1992). Cronbach and Meehl (1955, 283) defined a psychological construct as follows,

---

2 In fact there are retesting effects in IQ (Hedges, 1987), but that is a problem for the conceptualisation of the construct, whereas in education, revising and resitting are not problematical for the construct itself.
A construct is some postulated attribute of people, assumed to be reflected in test performance.

They go on to specify that the construct to be measured comprises a universe of content, from which items that are domain-relevant need to be sampled and designed and to develop from these a test that is representative of the domain and provides an adequate sample of the domain. Psychometricians have focused their attention on whether these and other technical requirements of tests are met. Wiliam (2010) argued that the debate should shift from the technical features of assessment (how well we are assessing) to discussion about what we are assessing. Given the widespread nature of educational assessment, there is remarkably little reflection on the constructs underpinning them. Sharper conceptualisation of the construct of interest might in turn produce better instruments, with higher validity. Thus, better conceptualisation of the construct should also impact upon test validation processes. However, test validation theory (Newton & Shaw, 2014) appears to have outstripped practice, with little work being published on the validation of educational assessments (Wolming & Wikstrom, 2010). It follows that the field is riddled with assumptions that the attributes test designers set out to assess are being assessed, and that those attributes are themselves under-defined.

Constructs reflect the domain of interest and indicate progress in the domain. As such, constructs are a basis upon which scoring criteria can be developed. Proficiency statements, grade criteria or level descriptors act as depictions of particular levels of proficiency on the construct. Three distinct approaches to developing constructs are used in practice, although oftentimes they are blended:

1. Theory-based: constructs are formulated on the basis of a theory, such as Piagetian notions of the development of scientific ideas
2. Empirically-driven: constructs are devised from the results of students on previous tests
3. Subject-matter expert-devised: constructs represent disciplinary experts’ views on what counts as progression in the subject

Much practice is based upon historical precedence. Missing from the above list is the political sphere, which influences the construction of assessments in many settings. Therefore, we add a fourth method,

4. Policy-driven: constructs are developed to signal to educators what politicians or policy-makers view as important

Production of educational assessment constructs differs from psychological constructs in that the theory underpinning them is often weaker, the processes can be less formal, may not be documented and politics does not usually influence psychological constructs so directly. Constructs are socially constructed, but they are a social reality, with scores on educational assessments having significant implications for life chances. As variables, constructs are not observed, they are theoretical (Hood, 2008). Educational assessment constructs are not ‘out there’ waiting to be discovered: the realist position. Scientific

---

3 Though this is not absolute. Witness, for example, the Dangerous and Severe Personality Disorder (Duggan, 2011).
realism usually entails three sets of beliefs: that theories can in principle be true or false, that the objects included in scientific theories exist independently of our theories, thoughts or language and a causal model is usually associated with a realist position. (Devitt, 1997; Borsboom, 2005). In response to the realist position, Borsboom (2005, p43) argued that he was not a walking set of constructs. From the socially constructed position, Borsboom is a walking set of constructs; and at that, he comprises some constructs yet to be projected upon him. Further, like the rest of us, Borsboom's identity has been socially constructed to an extent by his performances on tests (Hanson, 1994; Hacking, 2007).

Students are not born with educational proficiencies. The curriculum itself arises from the broader context of society and culture, including values. In addition, there is a more or less explicit understanding that learning in successive years of schooling builds on the learning of previous years – proficiency is accumulated. Assessments are constructed to assess the learning that was expected to have taken place. Not only this, but test features may reflect and amplify aspects of the culture in which they arise.

Assessment by association
Neuroscience offers the tantalising prospect that with the advance of technology, mental assessment could be a direct manifestation of thought, ability, personality and so on. However, this reductionist approach to mental testing does not hold enormous potential for educational assessment - certainly not at the current time and perhaps not ever. Findings about brain structure and processes have yet even to be worked up to education hypotheses before being subjected to testing (Della Salla & Anderson, 2012).

Presently, mental testing relies upon constructs being represented indirectly and empirically in relatively high correlations among items. It was anticipated that the associations would be explained theoretically once the psychological laws determining scores were uncovered (Thurstone, 1959; Michell, 1997). If correlation is all there is to underpin assessment, there are grave problems because conceptually disconnected variables correlate. For example, chocolate consumption per capita and national cognitive function correlate well (0.79: Messerli, 2012), yet it remains a possibility that no amount of chocolate-eating will produce a Nobel prize winner.

K. Pearson, who invented the statistical technique of correlation, recognised it as a scientific breakthrough that permitted research on a wider array of phenomena, for which the causes might be non-obvious and multiple (see Aldrich, 1995). Of course, he also understood that there is a range of relationships between variables that result in correlation, not only causal ones. Without causal relationships underlying the correlations between items in our assessments there would be aggregated, potentially unrelated, uninterpretable variables. For this reason, a ‘nomological network’ to underpin assessment was proposed (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955), which amounts to theoretical explanations for the associations between variables; observed and unobserved. The meaning of numbers generated by assessment models is generated not by the numbers themselves, but by the people generating the link between the numbers and substantive theory (Markus and Borsboom, 2013, 45). The act of assessing a construct impacts upon how the construct is perceived; it is an agenda-setting act (Maul, 2013a). Nothing about a set of numbers in themselves tells us what they measure.
To understand what the numbers mean, factors beyond test theory must be appealed to.

However, the degree of correlation between aspects of an assessment is not to be totally disregarded. If questions correlated perfectly, there would be little point in administering an entire test. Asking a science student about the chemical reaction caused by an enzyme would tell you everything you needed to know about their understanding of science generally and you would not need to test what they knew about DNA, for example. Of course, items do not correlate perfectly. Different questions are necessary not just to reduce error through replication of measurement; they are needed to sample the domain. Educational assessment domains are not homogeneous. Test specifications typically require stratified sampling from the domain in educational assessment. Imperfect correlations are therefore at least implicitly anticipated, with consequent tensions about the extent to which they should be tolerated, and their meaning. Some formal models posit a single underlying dimension that causes scores and statistical tests of unidimensionality have been developed; we turn to that topic next. To summarise the above, assessment models have an underlying assumption that aspects of learning in a particular domain are correlated, but it can be seen that as an absolute, this assumption breaks down in theory and in practice.

**Unidimensionality is relative**

Whether a variable is unidimensional is typically phrased in an absolute way (e.g. Kreiner and Christensen, 2014), which in principle makes the question unanswerable, and therefore gives scope for endless debate. There seem to be four main potential traps in conducting tests of model fit. First, no model can fit any dataset perfectly, and little is said *a-priori* about what might be a satisfactory level of power to reject the hypothesis that the data fit the model. The greatest factor that governs the power of test fit is the sample size. In general there is not an a-priori specification of the degree of precision that may be needed for a particular purpose. A related factor that affects power is the relative alignment of the locations of the persons and items.

Second, the statistical tests of significance that are used to reject the hypothesis of model fit are referenced to perfection. Most significance tests are conducted to establish that the systematic factors are greater than chance, and therefore those that are checks on perfection can raise concerns that are unjustifiable.

Third, multiple statistical tests are available to understand the unidimensionality of a single data set – item fit statistics can be identified, there may be many items, each item might have a differential item functioning index, and so on. None are necessary and sufficient to conclude fit, and many of the statistics are approximations to null distributions, such as the Chi square distribution. These tests of fit need to be used in conjunction with each other, with professional expertise, rather than mechanistically and independently. Unfortunately it is easier to use them mechanistically.

Fourth, no item can fit a model alone – the fit is a test as to whether the items operate together in such a way that the responses to the multiple items can be summarized by a single parameter for a particular set of students. It is possible that the misfit of some item or collection of items would disappear, not just if those items were taken out of the response matrix, but if other items were taken out. Professional judgement is required
to decide whether the models fit and the degree to which a test is unidimensional. Both errors - claiming fit when there is little power, or that there is misfit when the power of the fit is absurdly high - can be made readily. Nevertheless, there is no reason to be paralysed by these exigencies – they are simply practical problems for the field.

It is generally assumed that proficiency governs students’ responses to all items and that the construct is a causal one. However, sometimes items are selected to form an index – that is, the causal connection is from the item to the proficiency rather than from the proficiency to the item (Stenner, et al, 2008; 2009; Tesio, 2014a, 214b; Andrich, 2014). Essentially, in this case the items define the construct. Andrich provides the example of a test in physics composed of items on the topics of heat, light, sound electricity and magnetism, and mechanics. Because of the curriculum design, these five topics are taught distinctly within the subject of physics – they define the subject construct within the particular frame of reference. From a construct perspective, Andrich coined the terms relatively thin for each of the topics and relatively thick for the subject of physics. Subjects have also been described as composite variables (Maul, 2013b). From a statistical fit point of view, responses from a sample of well-aligned physics students to items within each of the thin variables, designed to be more or less difficult, may fit a unidimensional model. Moreover, if responses to one item from each of the five domains were chosen for the set of responses, they may fit the same unidimensional model. On the other hand, taking all items from the five topics together may not fit a unidimensional model. The reason for this is that items within each topic are likely to show a higher correlation among themselves than items from different topics. From a statistical point of view, it may appear that the response matrix is not unidimensional – there is local dependence within subsets of items which may be seen as dimensional dependence as described above. It is evident that this apparent multidimensionality is in part constructed by defining the composite variable called physics in terms of five topics, and in part produced by having more than one item assessing each topic.

Taking several of the above arguments together, we are arguing that educational assessment constructs are at once causal and index variables. The extent of correlation between items and therefore the construct’s unidimensionality is caused in large part by curriculum design. This throws up the unhappy prospect that constructs might go too far down the index route, being composed of unconnected items forming a gibberish test. Equally, this state of affairs is uncomfortable in that statistical techniques can be depended upon less to answer questions about test quality. We are not arguing that anything goes. Rather, we are pointing out that this is a better description of the fundamental state of the art in educational assessment.

Invariance – now you see it, now you don’t
Educational achievement data are integrated into the fabric of most societies (Foucault, 1975). The purposes to which data are put depend upon certain properties. If the data do not have those properties, the use of them in these ways is unwarranted, invalid and unfair. Newton (2007) listed 18 ways in which educational assessment results are used. Let us consider three of them. To compare students’ results across schools, exam results need to give equivalent credit to, for example, mathematics attainment that does not depend upon some irrelevant characteristic, such as which examiner judged the work. To select students for Higher Education who sat their examinations in different years, the results need to be comparable over time in terms of mathematics attainment and not
dependent upon the relative difficulty of the questions set in a particular year. Should we wish to compare schools in terms of their students’ test scores, aggregated over a range of examinations taken at age 16, the scores must not depend upon anything other than the attainment of the students, such as the relative difficulty across subjects. Invariance means that the measurements should not change due to the conditions of measurement, such as the examiner conducting the scoring or the year in which the test was taken. These requirements for invariance arise from the uses to which put test scores are put and not from any particular testing or statistical model. Discussing attitude scales, Thurstone put it as follows,

> If the scale is to be regarded as valid, the scale values of the statements should not be affected by the opinions of the people who help to construct it. ... the scaling method must stand such a test before it can be accepted as more than a description of the people who construct the scale. (Thurstone, 1959, p228)

Obstinately, real-world educational assessment data do not always fit these requirements (Mislevy, 1997). Scores depend upon the particular items presented, the design of the test, the background characteristics of the students and so on. Our comparisons, then, are based upon scores that do not have the absolute property of invariance that is sought. Understandably, this leads to academic controversy, as well as public outcry.

Yet examination scores are used and have not all fallen into complete disrepute. There are a number of reasons for this. First, they are better than alternative systems on the grounds of invariance (e.g. nepotism). Second, invariance is not absolute, there are degrees of invariance, so the issue becomes the extent to which they are tolerable, rather than whether invariance exists. This is ultimately a political question, with examination systems serving to legitimate the replication of existing societal structures. Third, educational assessment is not static; it is subject to a great deal of reform (Berry and Adamson, 2011). This causes a lack of invariance because the attributes of interest and the instruments used to assess them shift. Continuous reforms are in part a product of the political nature of educational assessment as a tool. So some lack of invariance is caused by political tensions regarding equity of the allocation of societal resources. In turn, the tensions explain the, sometimes sanguine, tolerance of invariance, to the extent that people understand the deep-seated role of power in the design and operation of assessment systems. Equally, the political tensions explain why assessment is sometimes reviled.

Invariance is not only a product of the political, however. Learning is idiosyncratically individualistic, context-dependent and socially produced, all of which are recipes for invariance. Thus, the question that arises repeatedly is the extent to which examination scores are a product of the measuring instrument or of the underlying attributes of interest. To illustrate the issue: intelligence tests were created with the belief that intelligence was normally distributed in the population. Questions were designed and selected so that the test results fitted this pattern. Humans did not discover the normal distribution of intelligence, any more than people discovered that women were smarter
than men. Having done so, the normal distribution proved very useful because centuries had been spent understanding its mathematical properties, as a basis for statistical analyses in other fields, beginning with astronomy (Porter, 1986). Thus, the distribution of intelligence was a matter of utility, not fact. More deeply, it was a product of an underlying belief in the special nature of the mathematics of the normal distribution because it was encountered in physical, biological and social phenomena. Awe at the capacity of mathematics to explain our world and universe has a long tradition, with Plato being a key protagonist.

Quantifiability – what if the truth isn’t out there?
The above begs the question about the quantifiability of educational attainment in the first place – a question that has previously been raised in the literature on psychological constructs (Michell, 1997a, 1997b, 2005, 2008b, 2013). Perhaps attainment performances are not matters that can be turned into measurements. Perhaps the relationship between attainment and assessment scores is non-linear and far more complex than its treatment recognises (Borsboom, 2008; Cronbach and Meehl, 1955). For example, many British universities use a 0-100 score system, in which 60 to 70 is an upper second class degree and over 70 is a first class degree. What if the attainment required to move from 66 to 71 is greater than to move from 60 to 65? Given that overall degree results are calculated from module scores, this matters because students would have to do far more to get a first class degree than our numerical system implies, compensating for lower scores on one module by much higher (underlying) attainment elsewhere.

Michell (2008a) laid out ten requirements for attributes of assessment to be considered quantitative – they are the conditions for real numbers. Indeed, Michell (1997a, 1997b, 2005, 2008b, 2013) has repeatedly questioned whether psychological constructs can conform to these measurement principles, as applied in the physical sciences. Kane (2008) responded that he did not think the educational assessments would meet these strictures either:

Taking achievement in chemistry as an example, different people, $a$ and $b$, would typically have different patterns of competence. Person $a$ might be good at solving numerical problems but perform badly in the lab, and person $b$ might show the opposite pattern. Which person is higher in overall achievement in chemistry? Given an area of achievement that is broadly defined, we are likely to have, at best, a partial ordering, unless we arbitrarily decide that some patterns are better than others.

Since educational assessments are so often used to select the top performers, who have typically had to answer most of the questions correctly, any lack of linearity might have troubled people less than had there been more interest in cut-scores lower down the scale. Yes, there will have been some students misclassified, but unless the assessment

---

4 Following analyses of sex differences in IQ scores, Weschler wrote that "we have a 'sneaking suspicion' that the female of the species is not only more deadly, but also more intelligent than the male." (1944, p107). Many IQ tests are designed to eradicate sex differences, though research has reached varying conclusions.
was hugely error-prone, the students who scored highly were good at least, at all of the
sub-components of the examination.

From the discussions above it can be seen that some indications arise in educational
attainment data that lead us to question the strict quantifiability of attainment. Taking a
step back, it would be absurd to think even of physical properties as quantities in
themselves. Mass, energy and electricity are not quantities, but they are quantifiable.
They are quantifiable because quantitative models have good utility – they are
predictive, albeit imperfectly, due to the vagaries of the real world. The question, then, is
not whether educational attainment exists as quantity in people, but whether attempts
at quantifying are useful and predictive.

Our argument is not solely functionalist or operationalist (Borsboom, 2005), as we are
interested in the nature of educational attainment itself. Neither are we proposing that
"only the features causing differences in performance are quantitative" (Michell, 2008c).
Instead, at this stage in the field of educational assessment, the nature of educational
attainment itself, processes causing it and the relationship between it and assessment
results are all matters for serious research and may, or may not ultimately usefully be
construed as having quantitative structures. The extent to which quantification is useful
depends upon the subject matter being assessed, the nature of the assessment, how the
scores are used, as well as who is judging their utility.

Given that measurement in natural science provides a prototype for the social sciences,
it is relevant to consider the function of measurement in the processes of scientific
discovery. The standard proposition is that measurement leads to scientific theories, but
Kuhn's (1961, 193) analysis suggests otherwise:

In textbooks the numbers that result from measurements usually
appear as the archetypes of the 'irreducible and stubborn facts' to which
the scientist must, by struggle, make his theories conform. But in
scientific practice, as seen through the journal literature, the scientist
often seems rather to be struggling with facts, trying to force them to
conformity with a theory he does not doubt.

If discovering theories is not the role of measurement (Maraun, 1988), as portrayed in
text books, it seems necessary to understand the role it has in the advancement of
science. Kuhn (1961, 180) gives the answer:

To the extent that measurement and quantitative technique play an
especially significant role in scientific discovery, they do so precisely
because, by displaying serious anomaly, they tell scientists when and
where to look for a new phenomenon. To the nature of that phenomenon,
you usually provide no clues.

It may be interpreted that Kuhn implies simply that measurements are obtained using
existing instruments and that from predicted relationships possible anomalies are
identified. This interpretation seems too simple. We take it that the theory directs the
measurement itself, including instrumentation, and that from a theoretically governed
attempt at measurement, anomalies are discovered. This interpretation implies that the
understanding that places variables in a quantitative theoretical framework and the
understanding that permits the construction of instruments to measure the variables generally go hand in hand. This joint relationship is evident in the development of the now familiar measurement of temperature, where for a substantial period scientists were measuring temperature to some useful degree of precision, without understanding temperature in the way they understand it now (Choppin, 1985; Webb, 2013). The close relationship between theory and measurement extends beyond temperature to other measurements in physics (Humphry, 2013).

THE PLACE OF THEORY IN EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Two distinct sources of theory are relevant - theories of assessment and substantive theories, in this case of learning and attainment. Given the postmodern position outlined above, it is clear that the relationship between theories of measurement and substantive theory ought to be compatible, or our instruments will be confined to portray only aspects of the phenomena of interest. Indeed, this seems to us to be the current state of affairs.

Assessment and learning theories seem to be fields apart, with scope for far greater connection. Given the volume of educational assessments that have been conducted, the paucity of contribution to knowledge about learning from psychometrics is striking (Blinkhorn, 1997), though some researchers (e.g. Wilson, 2005, 2006, 2009) are trying to remedy this through evidence-centred design (Mislevy et al, 2003). Of course, it is possible to see it as the job of substantive theory to indicate the nature of the attributes and by implication the assessment instrument, in which case the fault lies with weak substantive theory (Borsboom, 2006). Models of learning that underpin test design are often either not referred to, or remain in ‘puberty, infancy or even at the foetal stage’ (Sitjtsma, 2006, 453; see also Mauran, 1988).

More broadly there are concerns about whether the field of education is advancing, by building knowledge cumulatively (see Oancea, 2005; James, 2012). Education has been cast as an immature field (Wieman, 2014) that lacks the underlying causal models that took centuries to build in the physical sciences (Mari, Maul, Irribarra and Wilson, 2013). Gould (1996) wrote that the field was suffering from ‘physics envy’. The physical sciences are viewed idealistically in this literature, though, as some of the difficulties faced in education, such as consistency of findings, are found in the physical sciences too (Hedges, 1987). As Kane (2008) wrote, developing science is messy.

Whether mental attributes are suitable for quantitative treatment has been questioned generally (Michell, 1997a, 2008b, 2013; Hood, 2008). Our position is that quantification

---

5 Rightly, it has been pointed out that mathematical formulations are not theory by themselves (Goldstein and Wood, 1989; Laming, 1997, 390). By measurement theory, we mean going beyond a mathematical formulation to the justification for the model and its application (Andrich, 2004; Humphry, 2013).
is a valid way to proceed, though the utility of quantification needs better research and justification. However, we are not proposing the operationalism that has been alleged (Borsboom, 2005), because it is possible to maintain a pragmatic, utilitarian perspective simultaneously with a keen interest in substantive theory. This is neopragmatic, postmodern test theory (Mislevy, 1997). Though advances in the theory of measurement should provide a more refined conceptual basis for the assessment field, as stated above, we do not see them as an end in themselves for the understanding of the phenomena of interest: educational attainment.

As the assessment instrument has a role in shaping the observed substantive phenomena (Moss, Pullin, Gee, & Haertel, 2007; Maul, 2013a), tensions arise between assessment theory and substantive theory when the data do not fit the assessment model (Choppin, 1985; Goldstein and Wood, 1989; Goldstein, 1979). Questions then follow regarding whether the data (instrument) need to be improved, or if the model should be revised. Further, the model or assessment procedure can come with its own internal logic and apparatus, which can take supremacy over substantive theory considerations. Indeed, some of these tensions have arisen due to a clash of measurement theory paradigms – that between assessment and psychometrics.

Assessment has been distinguished from psychometrics as follows (Gipps, 1994):

- does not view learning as a fixed property of the individual, but as something malleable,
- was criterion- rather than norm-referenced
- focused more upon validity in assessment design (rather than reliability)
- relied upon formats that assess higher-order thinking in-depth
- was designed to produce the best performances from individuals with clearly-presented, relevant, concrete tasks that were not overly anxiety-provoking.

Essentially, Gipps argued that assessment was based upon more authentic tasks and justified the philosophical positioning of assessments with reference to postmodernism (Gipps, 1994; Lewy, 1996). Psychometrics is still generally grounded in modernist practices (Michell, 1997; Mislevy, 1997; Borsboom, 2005). Here, the philosophical positions, learning theories and measurement model paradigms are in opposition. Neither this ‘assessment’ approach, nor psychometrics are neutral tools in the quest to understand learning. Each brings sets of assumptions regarding test formats, processes and procedures that educationalists might find unhelpful. Our very definition of what it means to have learned will be shaped by the instruments and apparatus that people bring to the task. Moss et al., (2005, 70) wrote that,

... different methods and theories have implications for the ways in which concepts such as learning or educational reform or fairness are formulated, studied and promoted through practical activity. Perhaps more profoundly and subtly, these methods and theories affect the ways human beings are represented and, ultimately the ways they come to understand themselves and others...

Baird and Black (2013) argued that educational purposes need to be brought to the fore to a larger extent for the field to move forward and that, due to its strictures, at times psychometrics could seem like an answer to somebody else’s problems.
Notwithstanding, the technocratic\textsuperscript{6} knowledge and power that come with psychometrics and their industry-backing mean that there are significant power struggles over what kinds of learning are to be valued.

There is widespread recognition that better theory about the substantive content is needed to motivate assessments (Maul, 2013b). For some, psychometrics is atheoretical and has caused the lack of substantive theory through rail-roading and over-promising (Goldstein and Wood, 1989). For others, substantive theorists just haven't given psychometricians enough to go on (Borsboom, 2006). It is hard to avoid the conclusion that the way forward needs to be a joint enterprise (Andrich, 2004), but it needs to be recognised that the priorities of assessment experts, educators and policy-makers are not necessarily going to align neatly (Baird and Black, 2013).

To summarise, educational attainment constructs set out what students should learn. Unlike psychological constructs, they are goals. Within an education system, they help to generate the very attributes that they assess by making transparent what students should know and be able to do. Indeed, viewed strategically, this is arguably the main function of educational assessment and therefore the design of our assessment systems should better reflect valuable learning. Gergen and Dixon-Román (2013, p7) wrote that,

...traditional measurement practices have been useful for certain groups in terms of providing a vantage point for deliberating about educational standards and policies. More debatable is whether tests have been successful in rending the educational system effective in attaining its goals.

Next, we turn to the two cases to look at the assessment and learning theory paradigms within which they operate. These cases serve to illustrate the distinctive positions that can be taken on the above issues. We discuss the effects upon these assessment practices upon learning.

\textbf{CASE A - INTERNATIONAL TESTS}

\textbf{Formal underpinnings}

International large-scale assessments (ILSA) of educational constructs include those produced by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). For the sake of brevity, we will refer mainly to the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). The main purpose of having international tests is to be able to compare across countries how well the students perform, entailing the assumption that it is possible to make these measurements and comparisons (Gustafsson, 2012). Thus, we assume quantifiability. Also, it is necessary for ILSA to assume invariance; that the measures do not change with context, but have the same meaning whether they were taken in China or Peru. Methodologically, a psychometric approach is used that assumes a unidimensional construct (OECD, 2014). Psychometrics is best aligned with a

\textsuperscript{6}Technocracy is a system in which decisions are made by people with technical knowledge (see Lawn, 2008).
realist position (Borsboom, 2005), in which for example, mathematical literacy is a property of individuals that exists independently of the test.

**Learning theory underpinnings**

The independence of ILSA test scores from the learning environment is treated differently by OECD and IEA. Studies such as the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), generated by IEA, are based upon a curriculum-related approach, in which the test content is agreed as common to the participating countries’ curricula. It can be argued that comparisons are then valid, as they refer to the international curriculum (Stanat and Lüdtke, 2013), though they do not tell you about the other curriculum material, which could differ markedly across countries. Thus, the invariance relates to the shared curriculum material. OECD does not attempt to construct a consensus-based test, instead using a literacy-oriented approach. This is a stronger claim for the realism of proficiency on the test, which assumes that the construct can be measured independently of the country’s curriculum. Test items require students to apply their knowledge in questions set in more authentic contexts and to solve problems that they might not yet have experienced in school (Nardi, 2008).

Literacy requires not just knowledge, but the universal cognitive skills of application, analysis, evaluation and reflection (OECD, 2001, Freebody and Freiberg, 2011). In a technology-rich world, some argue that generic skills will be more important than knowledge and that a curriculum-based approach is not fit for the future (Simon, 1996; Østerud, 2006). OECD is not the only assessment authority to have taken the turn to generic skills and there has been concern that the focus upon generic skills has undermined the knowledge component of education (Young, 2008).

If we look more carefully at the items used in these studies, it is hard to find the cognitive underpinnings of the international test constructs. Using reading literacy in PISA as an example, the original framework used the IEA Reading Literacy Study (Elley, 1992) and the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) and the work of a few reading researchers. The 2000 OECD report *Measuring Student Knowledge and Skills* built upon the work of Applebee et al (1987) with its focus upon readers’ abilities to analyse, evaluate and extend ideas presented in texts. Reading literacy in PISA 2000 was defined as:

> The capacity to understand, use and reflect on written texts, in order to achieve one’s goals, to develop one’s knowledge and potential, and to participate in society.  
**OECD, 2000, 10**

In the fourth PISA cycle, the PISA 2009 *engagement* was added to the definition to the reading literacy, as follows:

> Reading literacy is understanding, using, reflecting on and engaging with written texts, in order to achieve one’s goals, to develop one’s knowledge and potential, and to participate in society.  
**OECD, 2009, 23**

framework further claimed to be influenced by contemporary theories of reading, such as Graesser, Millis and Zwaan, (1997) and Kintsch (1998), but it not clear how these works influenced the framework.

Despite the changes in the framework and more focus upon reading research in 2009, when presenting the results from PISA 2009, the test appears to be more data-driven than theory-driven. Originally the PISA framework was measuring five aspects of reading literacy, and developed items which would measure these: 1) Broad understanding (20% of items), 2) retrieve information (20% of items, 3) developing an interpretation (30% of items) 4) reflecting upon the content of a text (15% of items) and 5) reflecting upon the form of a text (15% of items). After conducting the first PISA cycle in 2000, it was decided to report the students’ results in three categories: 1) process skills, 2) knowledge and understanding and 3) context of applications (OECD, 2001). The process skills included the readers’ ability to retrieve and interpret information from text with the focus upon tasks students would need to know in real life. The second dimension of reading capture the content types of text, whether it is a graph or a text in prose, students’ need knowledge and understanding of it. The third and final dimension captures the context or purpose of the text, and demands of the reader to understand the text as the author intended the text to be used. Thus, it would appear that once the results of the first PISA cycle had been analysed, the data indicated that only three sub-scales could be supported. As discussed earlier, this begs the question of whether the test data are caused by the nature of the attribute – reading literacy – or by the nature of the test.

As for each PISA cycle, all domains have consulted reading experts, who are also listed in the PISA publications, but as PISA has a governing board where each country is represented by policy makers, decisions regarding which items will be used, and how the different domains are measured, are also a result of negotiations with policy makers;

The original reading literacy framework for PISA was developed for the PISA 2000 cycle (from 1998 – 2001) through a consensus building process involving reading experts selected by the participating countries and the PISA advisory groups. (OECD 2010b)

Under such conditions, it is understandable that empirical evidence and theories from reading research are not the first priority in the development of PISA items; after all, stakeholders from more than 70 countries are involved in the process, and agreements have to be made among them. The constructs are in composed through all four processes outlined earlier: theoretical, empirical, experts and politics.

Knowledge about learning gained from international tests
International large-scale assessments are a technically rigorous approach to addressing questions about how much children have learned about a particular subject across countries. By using the sub-scales, it is also possible to compare the kinds of knowledge and skills that are not so well tackled by children in one setting compared with another. Individual items can also be instructive about the ways in which children have learned to approach problems.
One example is the PISA 2000 study, and the Mathematic item Continental. Students were presented with a map showing the Continent Area of Antarctica, and the following questions: Estimate the area of Antarctica using the map scale. Show your working out and explain how you made your estimate (You can draw over the map if it helps you with your estimation). Full credit (2 points) were given to correct method and getting the correct answer, while partial credit (1) points were given to responses using the correct method but getting an incorrect or incomplete answer. The released PISA item booklet reads: “The aim is not to see if students can express well in words. The aim is to try to work out how the student arrived at his/her answer.” (p20). In other words, this item has focus upon how students approach an item, what they are thinking and how they will try to solve it, there is several possible solutions possible, and the coding guide underlines the importance of looking for students’ drawings on the map, to investigate whether they were thinking along the correct lines for solving the problem. It turned out that this item had been a challenging one internationally, with as much as 48% of all students internationally leaving the item blank. This particular item was challenging for Norwegian students. In fact, the other Nordic countries performed better than the Norwegian students on this item, with 18% of the Finnish students scoring 2 points, but only 7% of the Norwegian students scored full score (Lie et al., 2001, 184). The Norwegian researchers could not explain this pattern, but the results and presentations of the item generated discussion regarding students’ approaches to learning, their knowledge of items and teaching instructions in mathematics. The Norwegian Research Council funded video studies in Norwegian classrooms to investigate problematic findings in PISA (Klette & Lie, 2008; Klette et al., 2015). Of course, individual items should only be used to illustrate general patterns because any items is a combination of language, format, cognitive demand, topic and so on, which makes it difficult to unpick which aspect of the item caused children to respond the way that they did. Individual items can be an unreliable indicator of learning.

ILSA have the capacity to inform us regarding learning, but few researchers have used the results in that way (Baird et al., 2014). Indeed, few subject-specific analyses using the content of the items have been published, though there are some exceptions, such as the special issue of International Journal of Science Education: Students’ Interests in Science across the World: Findings from the PISA study (Olsen et al., 2011). After 15 years and six cycles of PISA surveys, leading reading research journals such as Reading Research Quarterly, Reading Psychology, Reading and Writing and the Journal of Research in Reading have only published six articles where researchers have used data from PISA (Baird et al., 2014). So why are the data from ILSA, which are freely available to researchers, not used more systematically to investigate students’ understanding and thereby improve our knowledge of their learning? We offer some reasons below.

ILSA barrier 1 – the items are not publicly available
Although the data relating to students’ responses are available, the actual questions that they answered are not publicly available. Only a small proportion are released (Kreiner and Christensen, 2013). Categorisations of the question are available; for example on the question type, the level of demand, the topic addressed. Still, it is difficult to make sense of what students have learned if you cannot see what they have been asked to do. Not all researchers are restricted in this way. Those who administer the tests have access to the

7 Released booklet and items: http://www.oecd.org/pisa/38709418.pdf
items and can gain a deeper understanding of the findings, but this level of access is not available to all. Furthermore, researchers must keep the bulk of the items secure so that they can be used to anchor the demands of the next test when it is administered. This level of obfuscation is important because without sight of the items, the data can only be interpreted through the lenses of those who constructed the test.

**ILSA barrier 2 – plausible values are not transparent**

Data collection for ILSA is conducted using an incomplete design, in which students do not take the same items and the difficulty of the items is calibrated using psychometric models. An overall score for each student is produced, and projections of their likely performance on items they were not exposed to is imputed (Wu, 2005). These are called ‘plausible values’. Replicating their construction would enable researchers to better understand their meaning, but this requires considerable psychometric skill. Even those who do have the skill have struggled to replicate the plausible values because many ‘craft’ decisions need to be made that are not publicly known or well documented. Without being able to trace back the connections between plausible values, raw scores and the content of items, concrete conclusions about learning cannot be drawn from ILSAs.

**ILSA barrier 3 – better data are available**

Naturally, any particular ILSA can only cover a restricted range of topics, in a specific manner. Researchers might well be interested in aspects of learning that are not covered, such as the learning of practical skills in science or oral communication skills. Further, ILSA are standardised across administration cycles to maintain their standards and radical changes of the content and style would compromise that process, so they change slowly. Responsiveness to changes in theory and practice regarding curriculum, learning and assessment are therefore difficult. Notwithstanding, researchers might simply be interested in researching an area of learning with a theoretical approach that does not align with the mode of testing in ILSAs. Additionally, although questionnaires are administered with the tests, they contain only a subset of the questions that are interesting to researchers who are investigating learning. Many national datasets are available which provide better material for secondary data analyses. However, this is not true in all countries and some have uncovered issues from the PISA data that were previously not well documented. For example, in Germany, the weak performance of ethnic minority students was brought to the fore by the PISA results (Ammermueller, 2007). To use ILSA data to better understand learning, the content of the tests has to coincide with the features of learning of interest; clearly, they will not always be coincident.

**ILSA barrier 4 – comparisons between countries are problematical**

The main purpose of ILSAs is to compare students’ performances between countries, but this area of research has proved to be problematical. Issues generated by lack of correspondence with the school curriculum were discussed earlier (Nardi, 2008). Additionally, the definition of the school-age population that are the target of the tests can causes problems for comparisons. Migrant workers’ children (Baird et al, 2014) or children from poor rural families (Loveless, 2014) might not have the right to attend school in some jurisdictions. With these groups of children typically having weaker
educational outcomes, and being included in the data in some countries, interpreting between-country differences is not straightforward. Even if the population is not controversial, the sample of students tested can be controversial due to issues such as response rates (Prais, 2004, 2007; Elvers, 2010; OECD, 2010a), the grades that the students are in (Wagemaker, 2008) or the extent to which exclusions for issues such as disabilities have been applied (Hilton, 2006), or poorly reported exclusion rates that exceed international standards (Rukowski and Rutkowski, 2015). The effects of motivation upon test performances might differ across countries, as there are cultural differences in national pride and how it is enacted (Eklöf, 2010; Hopfenbeck and Kjærensli, 2016). Additionally, the tests must be translated into different languages, which can impact upon the demands of the questions (Grisay, 2003; Wu and Ercikan, 2006; Grisay and Monseur, 2007; Wiliam, 2008; Hauger and Sireci, 2008; Ercikan and Koh, 2009; Grisay et al., 2009; Le, 2009; Solano-Flores, 2009; Arffman, 2010; Elvers, 2010; Babiar, 2011; Oliveri and Ercikan, 2011; Mesic, 2012; Sandilands et al., 2013; El Masri et al., 2016). Thus, many factors mean that using the data to compare countries to draw conclusions about how well students are learning in different education systems is not straightforward.

**Effects of international tests upon learning**

There are at least two reasons that ILSAs might not have an impact upon students’ learning, but they do. First, in the absence of firm conclusions about what students have learned from the tests, due to the barriers outlined above, it might be anticipated that the data would not lead to effects upon learning. Second, effects upon learning are typically envisaged as classroom effects; practice effects. However, it is now recognised that although ILSAs do not generally impact upon students’ learning directly, they affect educational policy, which has a big impact upon what and how students are taught and learn in class. Austria, Germany, the Netherlands, New Zealand and South Africa developed reading standards aligned to the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS), run by the IEA (Schwippert and Lenkeit, 2012). In Japan, the national tests were changed to look more like the PISA items (Schleicher 2009) and in Norway, the PISA reading framework served as a model for the national tests in reading (Frønes et al 2012). How ILSA data are being used to draw conclusions is unclear and a number of authors have pointed out that pre-existing policies were justified on the basis of the findings (e.g. Lawn and Grek, 2012).

**Conclusions on ILSAs**

ILSAs are influenced by cognitive theories of learning, but the constructs are also influenced by political consensus. They are based upon a psychometrics paradigm, with assumptions of unidimensionality of the construct and a realist philosophy (Borsboom, 2005). Invariance of comparison is important in ILSAs. To summarise the above, ILSAs have not yet taught us much about learning or contributed to theories of learning, but they have had an impact upon what is learned and how it is learned through education policy. Given the lack of transparency of the data, the sparse analyses of what students have learned and the sometimes pseudo-use of ILSA data by policy-makers, there is room for improvement in the link between assessment and learning in this case. Next, we turn to the major classroom-based assessment movement of this century.
CASE B - ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING

Formal underpinnings
Assessment for Learning, as the name indicates, seeks to link assessment directly to the learning process. As an approach it can be contrasted with Assessment of Learning, the summative use of assessment which primarily measures what has been learned (Gipps, 1994). In this case we consider how Assessment for Learning (AfL) operates with differing demands and constraints to those of standardised assessments and explore how it relates to learning theory. In common with standardised assessments, its impact on learning has to be evaluated, particularly as there is debate about overstating AfL’s effect on learning. AfL focuses upon classroom practices and interactions, which can produce quantitative or qualitative information. The driver for this kind of assessment is to improve students’ understanding, which can mean that the practice knowledge of the teacher is essential to knowing what the next step should be for the student (Baird, 2010). Teachers’ own theories of learning are generated by all four of the methods for generating constructs; their knowledge of learning theory, empirical experience of students’ learning, exposure to experts’ views and policy-derived practices that inform the system about what is valued by educational structures such as inspection regimes or funding bodies. The extent to which each of these methods of deriving constructs influences individual teachers practicing AfL is of course unknown. Normative theories of learning are not essential to AfL and a unidimensional construct is not a requirement either. Formal statistical models are not necessary. Further, AfL can be practiced without signing up to a realist position.

Since AfL is practiced through teachers’ and students’ judgment, invariance is enacted through reliability of teachers’ assessments. The focus is on the dependability of the interpretation of student performance (Stobart and Eggen, 2012). Are teachers able to identify accurately where learners are in their learning, do they have sufficient domain knowledge to understand students’ progress? Similarly, do the students have sufficient grasp of the standard to be achieved (success criteria) to be able to assess their own and others work? Bennett (2011) claimed that in formative assessment too little attention has been paid to the interpretation of the evidence. The inferences made are always uncertain and subject to systematic, irrelevant influences that may be associated with gender, race, ethnicity, disability, English language proficiency, or other student characteristics. Put simply, a teacher’s formative assessment may be unintentionally biased (Elwood, 2006; Bennett, 2011).

Definitions
Assessment for Learning is often used interchangeably with formative assessment (FA), a term historically associated with Scriven (1967). The conventional discussion of its origins treats AfL as evolving out of the behaviourist mastery learning associated with such as Benjamin Bloom (1956). We take a different approach here and argue that many of the key elements of Assessment for Learning, for example the role of the learners in directing and regulating their learning, draw on learning theories which pre-date or were in opposition to behaviourist formulations. As we will see below, many researchers have argued that the learning theory approach is sociocultural, which is aligned with a postmodern perspective.
The dilemma here is whether to distinguish AfL from FA (Black and Wiliam 1998, 2003, Wiliam 2011; Swaffield 2011; Stiggins 2005) or to treat the terms as equivalent. According to Crossouard (2011), formative and summative assessment were reframed as ‘Assessment for Learning’ to avoid unwelcome jargon for teachers. For present purposes we treat Assessment for Learning as offering some distinct emphases within formative assessment approaches. While there is a common function (to directly improve learning), what distinguishes AfL is the focus on student self-regulation and autonomy and on viewing it as an informal and continuous process. This contrasts with the historical emphases in FA, particularly in the United States, on teachers using test data as feedback to adapt their instruction and on a formative assessment being seen as a product, typically a test. More recently the active student role in day-to-day assessment has received more attention (Brookhart, 2007; Cizek, 2010, Popham, 2008).

The shift in terminology, particularly outside the US, from Formative Assessment to Assessment for Learning was also intended to bring more clarity about purpose and processes and to deal with the problem of Formative Assessment becoming such an umbrella term that almost any assessment could be labelled a formative assessment (Swaffield 2011). The international take-up of AfL has led to a range of definitions that in part reflect the culture into which it is being introduced. It has, in turn, also become an umbrella term under which a variety of practices shelter. An early and widely used definition was that of the UK’s Assessment Reform Group (2002):

... the process of seeking and interpreting evidence for use by learners and their teachers to decide where the learners are in their learning, where they need to go and how best to get there.

The increasing focus on learners’ self-regulation is found in the definition which emerged from the Third International Conference on Assessment for Learning held in Dunedin, New Zealand (Klenowski, 2009, 264):

Assessment for Learning is part of everyday practice by students, teachers and peers that seeks, reflects upon and responds to information from dialogue, demonstration and observation in ways that enhance ongoing learning.

This definition is notable for its lack of reference to planned assessments. By contrast definitions coming from other cultures link AfL to more formal assessments. So, for example, in the US, Popham (2008, p6) emphasised the planned and episodic nature of the assessment: A planned process in which assessment-elicited evidence of students’ status is used by teachers to adjust their ongoing instructional procedures or by students to adjust their current learning tactics. Similar linking to more formal assessment demands can be found in more examination focused cultures such as Hong Kong (Kennedy et al. 2008; Carless 2005).

---

8 Though their definition of what constitutes formative assessment is more specific than common usage: ‘...assessment becomes formative assessment when the evidence is actually used to adapt the teaching to meet student need’ (1998, p. 140)
Assessment 'for' learning and assessment 'of' learning are accessible ways of presenting the different functions of assessment - the formative and the summative. There is broad agreement that this is a complex relationship in which functions overlap (Harlen and James, 1997; Black et al., 2003; Hausknecht et al., 2007). In his influential critique of formative assessment, Bennett (2011) takes issue with this oversimplification as it 'absolves summative assessment from any responsibility for supporting learning' (p7). Yet summative assessment can play an important part in learning, with the preparation for good quality tests offering a positive and powerful motivation for learning (Biggs, 1998; Kennedy et al. 2008). Taras (2009) extends this argument by claiming that summative assessment is at the heart of formative feedback since it involves a summative judgement about where the learner is.

There are dissenters from this position, with Roos and Hamilton (2005) arguing it 'is unhelpful to treat them as opposite sides of the same thing' (p.18). Swaffield (2011) and Klenowski (2009) also seek to keep summative assessment at some distance from the processes of AfL. Bennett’s (2011, p7) own position is that,

Formative assessment then might be best conceived as neither a test nor a process, but some thoughtful integration of process and purposefully designed methodology or instrumentation. Also calling formative assessment by another name may only exacerbate, rather than resolve, a definitional issue.

Learning theory underpinnings of AfL
AfL is an approach which needs to be adapted for each subject rather than a general framework which can be directly applied to any subject (Bennett, 2011). These practices are justified by drawing on learning theory, though this is not a specific ‘AfL learning theory’ but rather borrowings from more general learning theories. The risk here is that the theoretical underpinnings are often left implicit so that AfL becomes a series of classroom practices (for example, learning intentions, wait time, comment-only marking) justified and validated in terms of ‘what works’.

Where there is an appeal to learning theory, this is often eclectic, drawing selectively from different traditions. So for example a central tenet of AfL is to make clear the learning objective to the learner and this could be justified by an appeal to behaviourist theory' requirement to specify what is to be mastered (Bloom 1956; Gagné, 1985); to cognitive/constructivist theory's emphasis on cues in concept formation (Bartlett, 1932; Bruner, 1960); or socio-cultural theory's emphasis on constructing the classroom learning contract (Pryor & Crossouard, 2008).

An over-simplified and debatable account of the relationship between theoretical traditions and teaching and learning practices encouraged by AfL can be found in Table 1. This also demonstrates the considerable overlap between the traditions. This is particularly so in relation to constructivist and socio-cultural overlaps, with social constructivism uncomfortably spanning the two - ‘this merged middle-ground theory’ which is borrowed from cognitive, constructivist and sociocultural theories which ‘are sometime warring with each other’ (Shepard, 2000, 6).

Table 1 Summary of theories of, and implications for, formative assessment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical orientation</th>
<th>Associated with</th>
<th>FA emphasis</th>
<th>Typical practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Behaviourist/ neo-behaviourist</strong></td>
<td>thorndike, Gagne, Bloom, Popham (early), Test publishers</td>
<td>Atomised/step by step mastery, Regular testing for error detection and correction, Tests as formative assessments (product not process)</td>
<td>Learning objectives, Tests to establish what is not known, Test feedback to teacher to modify instruction. Feedback to student corrective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognitive / Constructivist</strong></td>
<td>Piaget, Bartlett, Bruner (early), Simon, Chomsky, Bransford, Pellegrino, Ramaprasad, Sadler, Roos and Hamilton</td>
<td>Need for learners to 'make sense' of information and developmental schemas, Importance of learner understanding learning objectives and success criteria ('standard') Feedback as dynamic process (cybernetics)</td>
<td>Negotiated learning intentions and success criteria, Feedback information for learner to close gap, Self-regulated and self-monitoring learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social constructivist</strong></td>
<td>Crooks, Shepard, Brookhart, Cobb, Sfard, Assessment Reform Group (ARG), Black and William, Swaffield</td>
<td>Importance of school and classroom ethos, Dialogue and negotiated learning, Self- and peer-assessment Motivation through engagement</td>
<td>Classroom expectations, Encouraging learner engagement, Active learning – dialogue, group work, self- and peer-assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sociocultural</strong></td>
<td>Vygotsky, Lave and Wenger, Torrance &amp; Pryor, Pryor &amp; Crossouard, Black and William, Ecclestone, Gipps, James, Allal, Perrenoud</td>
<td>Learner identity and changed teacher role and identity, Negotiating understandings of task and quality criteria Apprenticeship model of learning, Communities of Practice Social context central to learning – classroom ethos (regulation)</td>
<td>Renegotiated learner identities, Collaborative classrooms, Learning through active social processes and interactions, Changed classroom ‘contract’ around learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from: Baird, Hopfenbeck, Newton, Stobart & Steen-Utheim (2014)

**Knowledge about learning gained from AfL**
In common with other areas of assessment, AfL findings have not been used systematically to influence theories of learning broadly. However, AfL is a distinctive, practice-based approach to assessment and its impact upon theories of learning is more likely to be at the practitioner level, in terms of theories of action, grounded theories, or self-theories. Teachers might well gain better pedagogical content knowledge and understand how to explain the field to their students through AfL.

**Effects of AfL upon learning**
The main validity argument for Assessment for Learning is consequential validity (Stobart, 2012) – how effectively it meet its purpose of improving learning. This is a contested area particularly as Black and William’s early estimates (0.4 – 0.7 effect sizes), based on their influential 1998 review of the existing literature, were treated as established effect sizes in many subsequent reviews. Bennett described this as a
mischaracterisation that has essentially become the educational equivalent of urban legend’ (2011, p12). This problem is compounded by the lack of quantitative research into the impact of AFL. A systematic review found 907 relevant journal articles on AFL of which only two measured effects quantitatively and only used a randomised control design; the majority being small-scale case studies and action research (Baird et al., 2014). While most studies found positive effects, these were generally reported in terms of teacher and student perceptions of change. Kingston and Nash (2011, 2015) found a much smaller effect size (0.20) than had previously been reported for AFL, but Briggs et al. (2012) argued that their review excluded too many articles. Thus, the answer regarding the impact of AFL upon learning is still disputed.

Evaluating the impact of Assessment for Learning is further compounded by the breadth of its definition. Dunn and Mulvenon (2009, p2) concluded that the ‘vagueness of the constitutive and operational definitions directly contributed to the weaknesses found in the related research’. Bennett (2011) called for a ‘theory of action’ to identify the characteristics and components of the concept and how these work together to provide the desired outcome. So, for example, the systematic evidence on the impact of feedback is a more focused area for evaluation. Further, Sadler (2007) has called for ‘appropriate conceptual foundations for both pedagogy and assessment followed by practices that are consistent with them.’ making the claim that many of the terms in the discourse of assessment is used loosely, such as learning, criteria and standards. Wiliam (2011) and Black (2015, 2016) have clarified many of the concepts on formative assessment originally suggested in their articles from 1998 (Black and Wiliam, 2009). In his review chapter on formative assessments definitions from 2010, Wiliam further suggested that a definition on formative assessment ‘ in terms of the function that assessment evidence fulfills: specifically the extent to which assessment supports and improves instructional decisions’ (Wiliam, 2010: 22), a message also found in the ‘Formative Assessment as a cyclic process model’ suggested by Harlen (2006, 2016), where one of the steps is to use feedback from students to adjust teaching. Still, there the breadth of its definitions could be seen as a challenge for the field where different definitions are used across the research field.

Conclusions on AFL
Assessment for Learning claims a direct link between assessment and learning. Assessment is largely defined in terms of informal classroom processes which identify where learners are and the feedback that can help reach the desired standard. Periodic summative assessment may be used formatively to play a role in this. The theoretical basis of AFL is eclectic and often implicit. Different cultural and learning theory traditions lead to differing focuses, for example the American behaviourist tradition placing more emphasis on testing and the teachers’ instructional role while other anglophone cultures have drawn on constructivist and socio-cultural thinking to emphasise the role of the learner and informal classroom assessment.

Much has been claimed for the impact of AFL on learning. However the evidence base is restricted in terms of quantitative data, with most studies being small-scale and of a more qualitative nature. The evidence suggests an educationally significant impact, though of a more modest nature than has sometimes been claimed.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Educational assessments affect what and how learning occurs. This is most obvious in classroom assessment, such as Assessment for Learning, where the theory and philosophy that motivates practice is rooted in the impact upon learning. In the other case that we discussed – international largescale assessments (ILSAs) – the connection between the assessments and learning is less direct because it is mediated through policy, curriculum and assessment design. ILSAs influence the zeitgeist, which as been termed ‘soft governance’, for its indirect but palpable effect upon policy (Bieber & Martens, 2011). We have argued that in both of these cases the alignment of assessment practice with a particular learning theory is less than straightforward. Thus, despite the impact of assessment upon learning, the use of learning theory to shape assessments is non-obvious.

Assessment design has often been motivated by technical considerations rather than a consideration of the likely impact of the regime upon learning. Relations between theories of learning and assessment design do not have a one to one mapping, but it would be true to say that cognitive theories are the current paradigm (Pellegrino et al., 2001). Practical and measurement considerations have come to the fore when the construct of interest is manifested in assessment artefacts. The philosophical assumptions behind educational assessments and their implications for practice are rarely recognised in the field and have resulted in stand-offs between camps. We have taken a postmodern pragmatic stance to educational assessment, arguing that constructs are socially constructed, that unidimensionality should not be prioritised over educational concerns and that invariance is a product of the nature of learning and the ways that we use assessment scores. In taking this position, we do not reject design quality concerns. Instead, we are arguing for the priority of educational concerns to a larger extent.

Use of educational assessment scores in the many second-order systems that have been generated for accountability purposes has created a gulf between what is assessed and how the data are used. What is signified by the assessments – specific forms of learning - and the signifier – for example international rankings – are disconnected. The signifier has taken on more significance than the signified in the case of ILSAs. Policy-makers who take decisions on the basis of educational assessment data rarely understand the content of the tests or the effects upon learning of changing them.

In this paper we have argued that educational assessment is a goal-setting activity and that it has a large impact upon the content and style of learning. Oftentimes, the negative effects of assessment upon learning have been noted in the literature, though we recognise that assessment can be motivational and that good assessment design can have positive effects. Designing tests worth teaching to has become a recognised goal (Popham, 1987; Resnick & Resnick, 1992; Linn, 2000; Shepard, 2000; Stobart, 2008). To do this, we argue that educational objectives would have to be prioritised over measurement where they are in conflict. Further, we argue that there needs to be greater focus upon the content and style of the assessments in terms of their likely washback. Use of assessment data only as signifiers is detrimental to this agenda.

The substantive learning theories discussed in this paper have been broad categories of theory. Of course, to truly motivate assessment design, learning theories would have to
be very specific regarding concepts, the order in which they should be taught in the curriculum and what should be considered as more valuable knowledge and skill. This remains a challenge because we are in the uncomfortable position of not being sure that the measurement can be extricated from the attribute of interest. We argue that learning theory must take into account the dynamic relationships between curriculum exposure, assessment design and learning outcomes.

Consider the volume of educational assessment that takes place internationally on an annual basis. It really is puzzling that we have not gained more from those data regarding students’ learning. One reason is commercial. Testing is an industry that is risk-averse and proprietorial over data. Individual examiners will have gained craft knowledge over many years’ experience with educational assessment data, but this has rarely been compiled and connected with learning theory. Equally, teachers will have built their own theories of action by using the information they gained from assessments, but again this has not been systematised. Thus, we argue that more open and systematic analysis of data is required to gain better understandings of the relationship between assessment and learning. This knowledge should be used to improve our learning and assessment theories, in the service of the design of tests worth teaching to. In other words, we should be seeking systemic validity, in which educational assessments bring about curricular, instructional and learning strategies that foster the cognitive traits that the assessments were designed to assess (Frederiksen & Collins, 1989).
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